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Abstract

This paper is devoted to studying scheduling policies in flexible serial lines
with two Bernoulli machines and dedicated finite buffers. Priority, cyclic and
work-in-process (WIP)-based scheduling policies are investigated. For small
scale systems, exact solutions are derived using Markov chain models. For
larger ones, a flexible line is decomposed into multiple interacting dedicated
serial lines, and iteration procedures are introduced to approximate system
production rate. Through extensive numerical experiments, it is shown that
the approximation methods result in acceptable accuracy in throughput esti-
mation. In addition, system-theoretic properties such as asymptotic behav-
ior, reversibility, and monotonicity, as well as impact of buffer capacities are
discussed, and comparisons of the scheduling policies are carried out.

Keywords: Bernoulli reliability machine, flexibility, production rate,
scheduling policy, dedicated buffer.

1. Introduction1

To respond to rapid market change and customized demands, flexibility2

is becoming prevalent in modern manufacturing industry. Substantial efforts3

have been devoted by manufacturers to diversifying products and flexibilizing4
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equipment, where multiple types of products are processed in the same pro-5

duction system. For example, vehicles with different styles, engines, colors,6

interior materials and other options are produced on one general assembly7

line. Customized computers or notebooks are assembled in the same produc-8

tion unit. Similar observations are found in other manufacturing systems as9

well.10

In many flexible manufacturing systems, dedicated machines and buffers11

are used for specific type of products to avoid mismatch and disorder. For12

instance, in fuel injector production lines, components at different fabrication13

stages are stored in dedicated buffers in front of the central washers, wait-14

ing for cleaning. In motorcycle manufacturing, the transmission cases for15

multiple motor families are routed with separate conveyors specific to each16

family. In semiconductor manufacturing, multiple dedicated buffers are used17

to accommodate the diversity in physical configuration limits, temperatures,18

and avoid chemical contaminations. In many sequence based assembly lines,19

dedicated buffers could avoid sequence disruption due to scraps of defective20

parts. Similar examples can be found in many other flexible manufacturing21

systems.22

Clearly, scheduling and control policies play an important role in such sys-23

tems to ensure the desired productivity and quality. Numerous scheduling24

algorithms have been proposed and used on the factory floor. Among them,25

priority, cyclic, and work-in-process (WIP)-based policies are the prevalent26

ones due to their simplicity in control logic, while many other scheduling27

policies (e.g., processing time or due-day based and queue length based poli-28

cies) can be equivalent into these policies. In addition, as one of the most29

important key performance indicators (KPIs), the production line through-30

put (or production rate) has been studied for decades (see, for instance,31

monographs [1]-[5] and reviews [6]-[8]). Similarly, manufacturing flexibility32

has also been addressed for a long time (e.g., reviews [9]-[14]). However, due33

to the complexity in flexible systems, analysis of KPIs (such as production34

rate) under different scheduling policies in flexible manufacturing systems35

still needs in-depth study, particularly in scenarios with unreliable machines36

and finite dedicated buffers.37

The main contribution of this paper is in developing efficient analytical38

methods to study the scheduling policies of two-machine flexible lines with39

unreliable Bernoulli machines and dedicated finite buffers. Three scheduling40

regimes are studied: priority, cyclic and WIP-based policies. For small scale41

systems, a Markov chain method to derive exact solutions is presented. For42
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larger ones, an iterative method is introduced based on decomposition of the43

system into multiple interacting serial lines. Numerical study shows that44

such a method leads to acceptable accuracy in production rate estimation45

without computation intensity. Ideas of extending the study to longer lines46

are explored. In addition, system-theoretic properties, such as monotonicity,47

reversibility, and asymptotic behaviors, are discussed analytically or based48

on experimental results. The impact of buffer capacity on line performance49

is investigated and comparisons between the scheduling policies are carried50

out.51

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, related52

literature is briefly reviewed. Section 3 introduces the assumptions for for-53

mulates the problem. Sections 4 and 5 present solution methods for smaller54

scale and larger systems, respectively. Discussions on system properties and55

buffer impact are provided in Section 6, and conclusions are formulated in56

Section 7. All proofs are given in the Appendix.57

2. Literature Review58

During the last three decades, substantial studies on flexible manufac-59

turing system have been conducted. A classical paper [9] reviews several60

analytical models of flexible manufacturing systems and provides guidance61

for research directions. In paper [10], more accumulated literature is re-62

viewed by defining various concepts of flexibility in manufacturing, such as63

machines, processes, operations, products, routings, expansions and market64

flexibility. Monographs [2] and [11] investigate stochastic flexible manufac-65

turing systems, while [1] and [12] analyze the systems from a deterministic66

perspective. The issues of performance analysis, optimal system design and67

production control, etc., are addressed. In reviews [8], [13] and [14], the68

concept and problems related to flexibility are discussed.69

Since multiple types of products are processed on the same line in many70

flexible manufacturing systems, scheduling and control play an important71

role. For production lines with unreliable machines, references [15] and [16]72

apply a decomposition method to analyze the systems with a static priority73

rule to select the part type for production. The multi-product kanban like74

control systems are analyzed in [17], and the production capacity of flex-75

ible manufacturing systems with fixed production ratios is studied in [18].76

Similarly, papers [19] and [20] present an analytical method with a general77

probabilistic constraint by decomposing the lines and aggregating states of78
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machines, which are also used to model the priority rule. However, such79

models could not preserve the desired product composition (i.e., product80

mix ratio) in the system. More recently, paper [21] introduces the definition,81

problem and performance portrait of multi-job serial lines.82

For cyclic rule, papers [22] and [23] address the performance of multi-83

product kanban systems with sequence-independent setup times using a de-84

composition method. A two-product polling model is introduced in [24] under85

different kinds of cyclic policy via both exact and decomposition methods.86

The studies in [25] and [26] extend the model from cyclic rule and compare87

the system performance under different scheduling policies. They also in-88

vestigate the robustness of the policies and provide practical guidance for89

operation management. Paper [27] further extends the work to machines90

with arbitrary processing times.91

In addition, for systems with constant work-in-process (CONWIP), pa-92

per [28] studies kanban assignment to multiple product types. A paramet-93

ric decomposition method is provided in [29] for performance evaluation in94

closed queueing networks. Moreover, reference [30] presents an analysis of95

line production rate and average inventory level for each part type based on96

priority policy. Paper [31] considers a flexible manufacturing system con-97

sisting of common lines and dedicated branches to process different product98

types through addressing the split and merge behaviors. More recent works99

on multi-product lines appear in [32]-[34], where serial lines with shared (or100

non-dedicated) buffers are studied. Such works are extended to lines with se-101

tups and assembly systems in [35] and [36], respectively. Optimal production102

control has been investigated in [37] and [38] for partially flexible systems,103

where dedicated downstream lines are supplied by a flexible upstream line104

with batch operation and setups, using Bernoulli and geometric models, re-105

spectively.106

In spite of these efforts, there is no available work to analyze different107

scheduling policies in flexible production lines with unreliable machines and108

dedicated finite buffers, investigate system properties and compare line per-109

formance. This paper intends to contribute to this end.110

3. Assumptions and Problem Formulation111

Consider a flexible two-machine line with finite dedicated buffers (see112

Figure 1, where the circles represent the machines and the rectangles are the113
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buffers). The following assumptions define the product arrival, the machines,114

the buffers, their interactions and scheduling policies.

Figure 1: Two-machine production line with K product types and dedicated buffers

115

1) The production line can produce K types of products, denoted as types116

1, 2, · · · , K.117

2) The production line consists of two machines, m1 and m2, and K buffers,118

b1 to bK , between the machines, each dedicated to one product type.119

3) The arriving parts enter the system in a first come first serve (FCFS)120

manner, waiting to be processed by m1. They follow a discrete distribu-121

tion with probability αj for product type j, j = 1, . . . , K. In addition,122

∑K

j=1 αj = 1.123

Remark 1. Assumption 3) implies that if the next part to be processed124

by machine m1 is type j, but m1 fails to process it, then m1 cannot125

process another part type i, i 6= j. Similar assumption for machine m2 is126

introduced.127

4) Both machines m1 and m2 have a constant and identical cycle time. The128

time axis is slotted with the duration of cycles.129

5) The machines follow Bernoulli reliability model independently. In each130

cycle, machine mi, i = 1, 2, is up with probability pij for product type j,131

j = 1, . . . , K, and down with probability 1− pij.132

6) Each buffer bj , j = 1, . . . , K, has a finite capacity, 0 < Nj <∞.133
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Remark 2. Assumptions 4)-6) introduce a Bernoulli reliability model of134

the line. Bernoulli models have been widely used in manufacturing sys-135

tems studies (see monograph [5]). Such models are suitable for assembly136

type of machines whose average downtime is comparable to its cycle time.137

Bernoulli models have been successfully applied in automotive and many138

other industries (see case studies in and representative papers [34]-[37],139

[39]-[47]). In case of machines having different cycle times, a transfor-140

mation can be introduced to make an equivalence of the original system141

into a Bernoulli line. Specifically, define Tup,i and Tdown,i as the average142

up- and downtimes of machine mi, respectively. Let ci be the capacity or143

speed of machine mi, and cmax = maxi ci. Then the Bernoulli machine144

parameter pi can be calculated as145

pi =
ci
cmax

·
Tup,i

Tup,i + Tdown,i

, i = 1, 2.

In other words, the constant cycle time is defined by the shortest process-146

ing time (1/cmax). Parameter pi represents the percentage or proportion147

of work mi can finish within this cycle time. It can also be viewed as the148

probability or efficiency to produce a part during the cycle time. Since149

Bernoulli model is relatively easy to study (but still preserves the nature150

of the system), we start with Bernoulli model and plan to extend to other151

reliability models (such as geometric, exponential or general) in future152

work.153

7) The processing of parts at machine m2 is determined by the following154

scheduling policies:155

• Priority policy: The priority order is static, being a function of prod-156

uct type. For simplicity, we assume the part type with a smaller157

number has a higher priority to be processed by machine m2. That158

being said, when m2 is ready, type 1 is always selected first, and type159

j, 2 ≤ j ≤ K, is selected only when all buffers with smaller numbers,160

i.e., b1 to bj−1, are empty.161

• WIP-based policy: The product type that has the highest occupancy162

in its buffer will be selected first by machine m2 when it is up for163

this type. If there are more than one product types satisfying the164

condition, either is selected equiprobably.165
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• Cyclic policy: Machine m2 will select the product following the order166

of types 1, 2, · · · , K, and then back to type 1. A product type will167

be skipped in a cycle if its buffer is empty. If m2 is down for type j168

in a cycle, then next cycle type j + 1 will be selected.169

170

Remark 3. In practice, there are many scheduling policies are used,171

some of which can be equivalent to the ones discussed here. For exam-172

ple, the policies based on due date or processing times can be character-173

ized by priority policy, such as the part type with the longest processing174

time or earliest due date has the highest priority. The WIP-based policy175

has similar features to dynamic policies related to queue length, such as176

longest/shortest queue, largest/smallest available buffer space. For other177

policies not represented here, they will be investigated in future work.178

8) The machine status and the buffer status are updated at the beginning179

and the end of the time slot, respectively.180

9) Machine m1 is never starved, but can be blocked for product type j if it181

is up for type j, buffer bj is full, and machine m2 does not take a part182

from bj . Machine m2 is never blocked, but it is starved if it is up and all183

buffers are empty.184

The above assumptions define the system under consideration. To study185

its performance, define PRj, j = 1, . . . , K, as the line production rate of186

type j parts, i.e., the probability to produce a type j part by m2 during a187

cycle. Then the problem to be addressed is formulated as follows: Given188

production system 1)-9), develop a method for evaluating the line production189

rate as a function of machine and buffer parameters and scheduling policies,190

and investigate system-theoretic properties.191

The solutions to the above problem are given in Sections 4 and 5 below.192

First, an exact method using Markov chain models is developed for small193

scale systems. Then an approximation method based on decomposition and194

iteration is introduced for larger ones.195

4. Markov chain Method for Small Systems196

In this section, we derive exact equations for performance analysis using197

Markov chain models. Such a method is suitable for small scale systems,198
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i.e., lines with small buffer capacities and a limited number of product types.199

First, we define the state space and transition probabilities.200

4.1. State Space and Transition Probability201

4.1.1. Priority and WIP-based policies202

The state definition of the systems can be the same under these two poli-203

cies. Let hj denote the occupancy of product type j in buffer bj , 0 ≤ hj ≤ Nj ,204

j = 1, . . . , K, and u be the product type to be processed in machine m1, 1 ≤205

u ≤ K. Then the system state can be characterized by S = (h1, . . . , hK , u).206

The total number of states in the system, M , can be calculated as207

M = K ·
K
∏

i=1

(Ni + 1).

By considering the transitions between two effective states, s1 and s2,208

the state transition probabilities Ps1,s2 can be obtained. Detailed derivation209

process is illustrated in Appendix A.210

4.1.2. Cyclic policy211

In this policy, the product type to be processed at machine m2 should
be included in state definition, i.e., the state of the system is characterized
by S = (h1, . . . , hK , u, v). Note that hv = 0 and v > 0 cannot appear at
the same time in a state, since a type v product cannot be processed at
machine m2 due to the empty buffer. When all buffers are empty, we use
v = 0. In order to simplify the notation, assume that j + K := j so that
(h1, . . . , hK , u, v) := (h1, . . . , hK , u, v+K) when v 6= 0. Then, the number of
effective states for cyclic policy, M , can be calculated as

M =

K
∏

i=1

(Ni + 1) ·K ·K −

K
∑

i=1

K
∏

j=1
j 6=i

(Nj + 1) ·K +K

= K ·

{ K
∏

i=1

(Ni + 1) ·

[

K −
K
∑

j=1

1

Nj + 1

]

+ 1

}

,

where
∑K

i=1

∏K
j=1
j 6=i

(Nj + 1)K represents the ineffective cases hv = 0 but v > 0,212

and the last term K characterizes the v = 0 scenario.213

Again, by enumerating effective states, Ps1,s2, the transition probabili-214

ties between states s1 and s2 can be derived. The details are presented in215

Appendix A.216
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4.2. Performance Analysis217

Based on the transitions derived in above subsection, the transition ma-
trix P with dimensionM×M can be constructed. Let ψi be the steady-state
probability associated with state si, where si = (h1, . . . , hK , u) for priority
and WIP-based policy, and si = (h1, . . . , hK , u, v) for cyclic policy.

Ψ = [ψ1;ψ2; . . . ;ψM ].

Then the balance equations in a Markov chain can be obtained

P ·Ψ = Ψ,

E ·Ψ = 1,

where E = [1, 1, . . . , 1], and the second equation is the normalization con-
dition. Introduce Φ which is obtained by replacing the last row in P by E.
Then Ψ can be solved by

Ψ = Φ−1 ·Ψ. (1)

Note that there exists a unique steady state solution since we consider218

an irreducible Markov chain with finite number of states. In addition, define219

Xj,η, j = 1, . . . , K, η = 0, 1, . . . , Nj, as the probability that buffer bj has η220

parts. Then221

Xj,η =
∑

si∈∪l{sl|hj=η}

ψi.

Thus, the system performance can be derived from (1).222

Theorem 1. Under the assumption 1)-9), the system production rate of
each product type can be calculated as:

PRk =
∑

si∈V

p2kψi ·
1

n
, k = 1, . . . , K, (2)

where n = 1 for priority and cyclic policies, and n represents the number
of buffers having the same highest occupancy simultaneously in WIP-based
policy. In addition,

V =







∪l{sl|hk > 0, hj = 0, ∀j < k}, for priority policy;
∪l{sl|hk ≥ hj , ∀j 6= k}, for WIP-based policy;
∪l{sl = (h1, . . . , hk, . . . , hK , u, k)|hk > 0}, for cyclic policy.
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Proof: See Appendix B.223

224

Other performance measures, such as WIP, probabilities of blockage and225

starvation, can be derived using ψi’s as well. In limited scenarios, Theorem226

1 can be represented by closed equations.227

Corollary 1. Under assumptions 1)-9) with K = 2, α1 = α2 = 0.5, N1 =
N2 = 1, p11 = p12 := p1 and p21 = p22 := p2, the system performance under
priority policy can be calculated as follows:

PR1 = PR2 =
p1p2[p1(2− 3p2) + 2p2]

4p21(p2 − 1)2 + 2p1p2(3− 4p2) + 4p22
. (3)

Proof: See Appendix B.228

229

4.3. Computation Efficiency230

Theorem 1 provides an exact method to evaluate system performance.231

Clearly such a method is only suitable when the system is not too large.232

The computation efficiency of the method is illustrated in Tables 1-3, using233

parameters pij = 0.9, αj = 1/K and Nj = N , i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , K. The234

results are obtained via MATLAB on AMD Opteron(tm) 6176 SE 2.30GHz,235

32GB RAM and 64-bit system. The dash “-” in the tables represents that236

it is failed to compute within a reasonable time period. The colored cells237

indicate that longer than 1,000 seconds are needed to solve the case or it238

cannot be solved within a reasonable time. Therefore, for such large scale239

cases, a computation efficient method is needed, which will be discussed next.240

241

5. Decomposition Method for Larger Systems242

When the number of product types and capacity of the buffers increase,243

the number of states and thus the complexity increase dramatically. There-244

fore, the computation intensity limits the applicability of the Markov chain245

method, and an approximation method needs to be introduced.246

The idea of the approximation method is explained as follows: From247

the point of view of each in-process buffer, there are an upstream operation248

and a downstream one. The machines are “up” when they process this249

type product, and are “down” when they are in failure mode or processing250
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Table 1: Computation time for priority policy (unit: second)
N

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

K

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 1 2 6 13 29 59 113
4 0 1 6 43 226 1142 9507 18446 - -
5 1 9 225 3471 - - - - - -
6 1 164 2612 - - - - - - -
7 5 3935 - - - - - - - -
8 35 - - - - - - - - -
9 192 - - - - - - - - -
10 1531 - - - - - - - - -

Table 2: Computation time for WIP-based policy (unit: second)
N

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

K

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 1 3 7 17 37 71 134
4 0 1 11 70 323 1514 9256 28015 - -
5 1 21 393 6509 - - - - - -
6 3 376 32552 - - - - - - -
7 20 7005 - - - - - - - -
8 142 - - - - - - - - -
9 852 - - - - - - - - -
10 5570 - - - - - - - - -

Table 3: Computation time for cyclic policy (unit: second)
N

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

K

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
3 0 0 1 5 17 49 125 295 645 1547
4 0 4 73 677 8301 42178 - - - -
5 2 146 10819 - - - - - - -
6 9 8205 - - - - - - - -
7 81 - - - - - - - - -
8 962 - - - - - - - - -
9 11190 - - - - - - - - -
10 - - - - - - - - - -
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other product types. Thus, it can be viewed that there exists an equivalent251

serial line for each type of products. As shown in Figure 2, the system is252

decomposed into K dedicated serial lines. Each line has two machines, which253

have probabilities p′ij to be up for type j product, and 1 − p′ij to be down,254

i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , K. The capacity of the buffer is still Nj.

Figure 2: Decomposition of the systems

255

For each serial line, the performance can be evaluated using the results
from Bernoulli two-machine lines with single product type (see [5]). Specifi-
cally, for the serial line with part type j, the line production rate, PRj, can
be calculated as:

PRj = p′1j[1−Q(p′2j , p
′
1j, Nj)] = p′2j [1−Q(p′1j , p

′
2j , Nj)], (4)

where

Q(p′1j , p
′
2j , Nj) =











(1−p′1j)(1−φ)

1−
p′
1j

p′
2j

φ
Nj

, if p′1j 6= p′2j ,

1−p′

Nj+1−p′
, if p′1j = p′2j = p′,

(5)

φ =
p′1j(1− p′2j)

p′2j(1− p′1j)
. (6)

Then the overall system performance is defined as

PR :=
K
∑

j=1

PRj. (7)

However, the above evaluation is dependent on acquiring parameters p′ij ,256

i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , K, of the decomposed machines. To obtain them, decom-257

positions of machines m1 and m2 are described next.258
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5.1. Decomposition of Machine m1259

First, the decomposition of machine m1 is addressed. Let α′
j denote the

probability that the first part to be processed by m1 in the original system
is type j, either being a newly arrived one or the one waiting for m1’s repair
from breakdown. By conditioning α′

j on whether type j part is the first part
during the previous cycle or not, and whether buffer bj is full or not, and
also assuming independence between buffer status and machine status, we
can approximate α′

j as follows:

α′
j = α′

jXj,Nj
[1− p′2j + p′2j(1− p1j + p1jαj)] + α′

j(1−Xj,Nj
)[1− p1j + p1jαj]

+

K
∑

k=1,k 6=j

[α′
kXk,Nk

p′2kp1kαj + α′
k(1−Xk,Nk

)p1kαj], (8)

where p′2j represents the probability that machine m2 processes type j part260

given that buffer bj is not empty, and Xj,Nj
is the probability that buffer261

bj is full. Note that the first line in (8) conditions bj being full in previous262

cycle, either m2 is not processing, or m1 is not processing, or m1 is keeping263

processing type j part. The second line conditions the scenario that bj is not264

full, but m1 is either failed or keeping processing type j part. The last line265

conditions type k (other than j) part being processed in previous cycle.266

Solving equation (8) we obtain

α′
j =

αj

(

∑K

k=1 α
′
kp1k[1−Xk,Nk

(1− p′2k)]
)

p1j [1−Xj,Nj
(1− p′2j)]

. (9)

As
∑K

j=1 α
′
j = 1, substituting α′

j from (9) into this summation implies that

K
∑

k=1

α′
kp1k[1 −Xk,Nk

(1− p′2k)] =
1

∑K

i=1
αi

p1i[1−Xi,Ni
(1−p′2i)]

.

Substituting it back to (9), we have

α′
j =

αj

p1j
[

1−Xj,Nj
(1− p′2j)

]
∑K

k=1
αk

p1k[1−Xk,Nk
(1−p′2k)]

.

Then the parameter of machine m1 in each decomposed line can be cal-
culated as

p′1j = α′
jp1j , j = 1, . . . , K. (10)
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Since Xj,Nj
is unknown, we approximate it using the probability buffer bj

is full in the decomposed line, X ′
j,Nj

, which can be calculated as

X ′
j,Nj

=











(1−p′1j)(1−φ)φNj

(1−p′2j)

(

1−
p′
1j

p′
2j

φ
Nj

) , if p′1j 6= p′2j ,

1
(Nj+1−p′)

, if p′1j = p′2j = p′.

(11)

Then α′
j can be calculated as

α′
j =

αj

p1j

[

1−X ′
j,Nj

(1− p′2j)
]

∑K

k=1
αk

p1k

[

1−X′

k,Nk
(1−p′2k)

]

, (12)

However, still the value of α′
j is unable to be calculated directly, since it267

depends on p′2j and X
′
j,Nj

(which also depends on p′1j and p
′
2j).268

5.2. Decomposition of Machine m2269

5.2.1. Priority policy270

Under this policy, machine m2 selects a product type to process based on271

a pre-determined static priority. Such a policy can address several prevalent272

policies on the factory floor, such as longest processing time, shortest process-273

ing time, highest cost, and closed due date. In this paper, it is assumed that274

a product type with smaller number has a higher priority. Then, product275

type j will be processed at machine m2 when buffer bj is not empty, machine276

m2 is up for type j, and the higher priority buffers, bk, k = 1, . . . , j − 1, are277

all empty.278

Thus, by taking into account of such a policy, p′2j , which is used to define
machine m2 in decomposed lines for part type j, can be approximated as:

p′21 = p21, and

p′2j = p2j

j−1
∏

k=1

X ′
k,0 for j = 2, . . . , K, (13)

where X ′
k,0, k = 1, . . . , K, is the probability that buffer bk in line k is empty,

X ′
k,0 = Q(p′1k, p

′
2k, Nk). (14)

As one can see from expressions (10) and (13), p′ij , i = 1, 2, cannot be279

solved directly since it relies on X ′
k,Nk

and X ′
k,0, which are dependent on280
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p′ij. In order to solve p′ij, an iteration algorithm is introduced. When the281

algorithm converges, the machine efficiencies for the decomposed production282

line can be obtained.283

Let p′ij(n) represent the value of p′ij at the n-th iteration. Then the284

following procedure is introduced:285

Procedure 1. Set ǫ = 0.001 as convergence criterion.

p′1j(0) = αjpij, p
′
2j(0) = p2j, j = 1, . . . ,K.

While |p′ij(n)− p′ij(n− 1)| > ǫ, i = 1, 2

From (12): Calculate α′
j(n) using p′ij(n − 1).

From (10): Update p′1j(n) using α′
j(n).

From (14): Calculate X ′
k,0(n) using p′1j(n) and p′2j(n− 1).

From (13): Update p′2j(n) using X ′
k,0(n).

end

286

The convergence of Procedure 1 has been investigated numerically. A
total of 1000 experiments have been carried out for each set of K and N with
randomly and equiprobably selected parameters from the following sets:

pij ∈ (0.7, 0.99), i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , K,

Nj ∈ {LBNK , . . . , 10}, j = 1, . . . , K, (15)

αj ∈ (0.1, 1), j = 1, . . . , K, s.t.
K
∑

j=1

αj = 1,

where LBNK is the lower bound of buffer capacity, which is determined287

based on computation performance in Tables 1-3. In other words, LBNK is288

the smallest buffer capacity that cannot be solved using exact Markov chain289

method for each row of K in Tables 1-3 (i.e., the smallest buffer capacity290

corresponding to the color portion in each row).291

Among all the experiments, over 99.5% of cases the procedure converges,
usually within 10 iterations. This leads to computation time within a fraction
of second. Upon convergence, we obtain

p′ij = lim
n→∞

p′ij(n), i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , K.
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Remark 4. For the few (0.5%) non-convergent cases, through extensive292

numerical experiments, we observe that such scenarios typically occur with293

oscillating production rate in a very small range during iterations. After294

the production rate starts to oscillate, by selecting the average in last two295

iterations as an approximate, the accuracy is always within 5%. Thus, such296

an approximation can be used as production rate estimate in such cases.297

5.2.2. WIP-based policy298

By checking the buffer occupancy, a product with the highest one will
be processed by machine m2 at each time slot. However, it is impossible to
enumerate the occupancy at each time slot in steady state analysis. Thus,
the probabilities of buffer occupancy in each decomposed line will be used
for approximation. In addition, the independence of the buffers is assumed.
Then, we approximate p′2j as follows:

p′2j = Prob(hj > hk, ∀k 6= j) · p2j

=

Nj
∑

i=1

[

Prob(hj = i) ·

K
∏

k=1,k 6=j

Prob(hk < i)

]

· p2j , (16)

where Prob(hj = i) is denoted as X ′
j,i, and Prob(hk < i) can be evaluated as

Prob(hk < i) =

i−1
∑

l=0

X ′
k,l, (17)

X ′
k,l =











(1−p′1k)(1−φ)φl

(1−p′2k)

(

1−
p′
1k

p′
2k

φ
Nj

) , if p′1k 6= p′2k,

1
Nk+1−p′

, if p′1k = p′2k = p′.

(18)

Note here to simplify the approximation formula, we ignore the scenario that299

multiple buffers have the same occupancy.300

As one can see, parameter p′2j is dependent on the probability of buffer301

occupancy in other lines, i.e., relying on p′ik’s, i = 1, 2, k 6= j. Thus, a302

procedure similar to Procedure 1 is introduced to estimate these parameters.303

Specifically, updating α′
j(n) and p′1j(n) are still the same as in Procedure304

1, but (18) is used to calculate X ′
k,l(n) and (16) is used to update p′2j(n).305

Within thousands of experiments, all cases are convergent with less than a306

second computation effort.307
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5.2.3. Cyclic policy308

As machine m2 processes parts in the order of part types 1 to K, and
then back to 1, as long as the buffer is not empty, we can approximate the
probability of part type j being selected when buffer bj is not empty (denoted
as πj) by ignoring the cycles that buffer bk (1 < k < j) is not empty but
machine m2 is down for type k. Thus

π2 = (1−X2,0)π1,

πj = (1−Xj,0)
[

j−1
∏

k=2

Xk,0π1 +

j−1
∏

k=3

Xk,0π2 + . . .+Xj−2,0πj−2 + πj−1

]

= (1−Xj,0)π1

{ j−2
∑

i=1

[

πi

j−1
∏

k=i+1

Xk,0

]

+ πj−1

}

, for j = 3, . . . , K.

Using
∑K

k=1 πk = 1, we can solve π1 as

π1 =
1

K −
∑K

k=2Xk,0

. (19)

Using X ′
k,0 to replace Xk,0, parameter p′2j can be approximated by:

p′2j =
p2j

K −
∑K

k=1,k 6=jX
′
k,0

. (20)

Again, p′2j depends on X ′
k,0, which again relies on p′2j . Thus another309

similar procedure is introduced to calculate p′2j . Comparing with Procedure310

1, calculation of α′
j(n), p

′
1j(n) and X ′

k,0(n) are still the same, but p′2j(n) is311

updated using (20). Again all cases converge within a fraction of second.312

5.3. Accuracy of Decomposition Method313

To evaluate the accuracy of the decomposition method, simulations are314

carried out. In each simulation experiment, 2,000 time slots are used for315

warm-up and the subsequent 10,000 time slots for data collection. For each316

set of K and N , 1,000 experiments are conducted by randomly and equiprob-317

ably selecting parameters from sets (15).318

Let PRcal
j and PRsim

j denote the production rates obtained by decom-
position method and simulation, respectively. Then, the accuracy of the
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decomposition methods is measured by

Percentage error: δPRj
=
PRcal

j − PRsim
j

PRsim
j

× 100%,

Absolute error: ∆PRj
= PRcal

j − PRsim
j . (21)

By summarizing production rates for each part type, we obtain the overall319

production rate, i.e., PR =
∑K

j=1 PRj. Then the accuracy of PR can be320

evaluated similarly.321

The results are illustrated in Tables 4-6, where the rows of PR1 represent322

the accuracy for part type 1, and the rest rows are for overall production323

rate. Results for other product types are similar to that of type 1.

Table 4: Average accuracy for priority policy
K = 4, Nj ∈ [6, 10] K = 5, Nj ∈ [4, 10] K = 6, Nj ∈ [3, 10] k = 7, Nj ∈ [2, 10] K = 8, Nj ∈ [2, 10] K = 9, Nj ∈ [2, 10] K = 10, Nj ∈ [2, 10]
|δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR|

PR1 0.69 0.001 0.72 0.001 0.91 0.001 0.95 0.001 0.92 0.001 0.97 0.001 1.34 0.001
PR 0.40 0.003 0.39 0.003 0.52 0.004 0.55 0.004 0.51 0.004 0.49 0.004 0.96 0.008

Table 5: Average accuracy for WIP-based policy
K = 4, Nj ∈ [6, 10] K = 5, Nj ∈ [4, 10] K = 6, Nj ∈ [3, 10] K = 7, Nj ∈ [2, 10] K = 8, Nj ∈ [2, 10] K = 9, Nj ∈ [2, 10] K = 10, Nj ∈ [1, 10]
|δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR|

PR1 3.09 0.006 2.88 0.005 2.65 0.004 2.36 0.003 2.24 0.002 2.33 0.002 2.33 0.002
PR 2.92 0.023 2.68 0.021 2.42 0.019 2.16 0.017 1.97 0.016 2.17 0.017 2.13 0.017

Table 6: Average accuracy for cyclic policy
K = 4, Nj ∈ [5, 10] K = 5, Nj ∈ [3, 10] K = 6, Nj ∈ [2, 10] K = 7, Nj ∈ [2, 10] K = 8, Nj ∈ [2, 10] K = 9, Nj ∈ [1, 10] K = 10, Nj ∈ [1, 10]
|δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR| |δPR|(%) |∆PR|

PR1 4.73 0.010 4.81 0.008 5.62 0.008 5.07 0.006 4.73 0.005 5.93 0.005 5.37 0.004
PR 4.73 0.038 4.82 0.039 5.58 0.045 5.07 0.041 4.77 0.039 5.88 0.047 5.47 0.044

324

Remark 5. For a few non-convergent cases under priority policy, by re-325

placing αj in (10) to calculate p′1j, and using (13) to evaluate p′2j , without326

iterations (i.e., stop after one iteration), we obtain a resulting overall pro-327

duction rate having 2.0% average and 10% maximum percent errors.328

Examining the accuracy results, we observe that:329

• For priority policy, the average percent errors are less than 1.5% for330

all scenarios. The scenarios of larger errors are mainly due to larger331

K, which makes the values of individual production rate very small,332

so that even a very small absolute error can lead to a big percentage333

error.334
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• The average accuracy for WIP-based is usually around 3%. In case of335

cyclic policy, the results are similar, i.e., about 4-5%. The reason for336

larger discrepancies could be due to that the weighted sums of buffer337

occupancy are used in the derivation so that even small differences in338

estimation could lead to a larger discrepancy. However, usually the339

large percentage errors come with small absolute values.340

In summary, the decomposition based iteration method can provide ac-341

ceptable accuracy in estimation of system production rate.342

5.4. Extension to Longer Lines343

The above decomposition method provides a foundation or building block344

for analysis of large systems. Consider a multi-stage production line with345

more than two machines and dedicated buffers, as shown in Figure 3. Clearly,346

analyzing such a system with different scheduling policies is challenging, even347

for simulations since computation intensity will limit their applications. Us-348

ing the two-machine decomposition method introduced in this study, we can349

analyze every pair of two machines and obtain an aggregated production350

rate. However, these two-machine pairs are not independent, i.e., the first351

and second machines in each pair could be starved and blocked, respectively.352

To solve this issue, the idea of backward and forward aggregation procedures353

introduced in [5] can be applied.354

Specifically, the following approach is proposed: First we analyze back-355

ward. Starting from the last machine and using the two-machine analysis356

method, we can aggregate every pair of two machines with their intermediate357

buffers into a single backward machine. Then repeat this process backward358

until we aggregate the whole line into one backward machine. Next we go359

forward. Starting from the first machine and using the two-machine method360

again, we aggregate every pair into a single forward machine and continue361

until we obtain one forward machine for the whole line. This finishes the first362

iteration. Starting from the second iteration, we aggregate every pair of back-363

ward and forward machines into a new backward machine in the backward364

procedure, and then aggregate every pair of forward and backward machines365

into a new forward machine in the forward procedure. Repeat these iter-366

ations until convergence. Finally we will obtain the estimation of system367

production rate. The lower part of Figure 3 illustrates such an aggregation368

process.369

We hypothesize that such a procedure is convergent and will lead to370

accurate estimation. The challenging part is to retain the monotonic property371
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Figure 3: Example of the multiple machine lines (six machines with both of dedicated and
non-dedicated buffers)

during aggregations, which is critical in ensuring convergence. A detailed372

study is planned in future work.373

6. Discussions374

6.1. Conservation of Flow375

The conservation of flow, i.e., PR of machine m1 equals to PR of machine376

m2, holds when Nj < ∞, ∀j. This can be explained either through the377

Markov chain model with limiting behavior or using the decomposed lines378

where conservation of flow holds. Mathematically, it can be proved that379

Proposition 1. Under assumptions 1)-9), the product ratio is conserved
regardless of policy. That is,

αj

αk

=
PRj

PRk

, ∀j, k. (22)

Proof: See Appendix B.380

381

Note that although the proof is based on the decomposition method, the382

results are validated in general, since in steady state the number of parts383
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produced by each machine will be the same during a long time period. In384

addition, such a property is also justified by extensive numerical studies and385

simulations (same for subsequent propositions). However, the conservation386

of flow will not hold anymore when Nj = ∞ since steady state may not exist.387

6.2. Asymptotic Properties388

When the capacity of every buffer becomes infinite, the following property389

holds.390

Proposition 2. Under assumptions 1)-9), for any j ∈ {1, . . . , K}, if
p1j = p1, p2j = p2, αj = 1/K, and Nj = ∞, then the following holds:

PR = min(p1, p2). (23)

In addition, for WIP-based and cyclic policies

PRj =
PR

K
. (24)

Proof: See Appendix B.391

392

The rationale of equation (23) is that no machine can produce more than393

the worst machine. Note that under WIP-based and cyclic policies, all part394

types have the same production rate. However, under priority policy, machine395

m2 will process more higher priority parts but less lower ones. For example,396

when p1 = 0.9, p2 = 0.7 and K = 5, type 1 has the highest priority so that397

PR1 is larger than 0.14 (which is one fifth of overall production rate, i.e.,398

min(0.9,0.7)
5

). On the other hand, type 5 has the lowest priority, thus PR5 is399

close to zero since the type 5 part is least processed.400

6.3. Reversibility401

Although reversibility holds for serial lines making single product type402

(see [5]), it is not true in general for systems under assumptions 1)-9). For403

example, consider a production line with parameters shown in Table 7. Under404

priority, WIP-based, and cyclic policies, using the Markov chain method,405

the production rates are calculated. By reversing the line, the correspond406

production rates can be evaluated, which are different with the original ones407

(see Table 7 for details). As one can see, reversibility does not hold.408

A possible explanation is that due to scheduling policies, m1 and m2 load409

parts using different rules. When the line is reversed, only the machines410
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Table 7: Production rates in original and reversed lines
System PR

(K = 2, α1 = 0.7, α2 = 0.3, N1 = 1, N2 = 5) Priority WIP Cyclic
Original line p11 = p12 = 0.5, p21 = 0.9, p22 = 0.3 0.4739 0.4119 0.4505
Reversed line p11 = 0.9, p12 = 0.3, p21 = p22 = 0.5 0.4299 0.3957 0.3978

are switched but not the loading policies. Therefore, only under certain411

conditions (e.g., no difference in selecting the part types), reversibility may412

still hold. One of the conditions is introduced below.413

Proposition 3. Under assumptions 1)-9), for WIP-based and cyclic poli-414

cies, if ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , K}, p1j = p1, p2j = p2, αj = 1
K
, then PRoriginal =415

PRreverse.416

Proof: See Appendix B.417

418

It turns out that in this case, the loading policies are equivalent in both419

machines m1 and m2 due to identical machines and ratio for each product420

type.421

6.4. Monotonicity with respect to Buffer Capacity422

Through extensive numerical experiments, we study the monotonicity423

with respect to buffer capacity.424

Numerical Fact 1. Under assumptions 1)-9), both the production rate425

of each product type, PRj, 1 ≤ j ≤ K, and the overall production rate, PR,426

are monotonically increasing in buffer capacity Nj, j = 1, . . . , K.427

Intuitively, larger buffers reduce the possibilities of blockage and starva-428

tion, which lead to higher production rate. Due to conservation of flow, the429

increase of buffer capacity in Nj will not only lead to increase of PRj, but430

production rates of other part types, PRk, k 6= j. Consider the example il-431

lustrated in Figure 4, where K = 3, p1j = 0.7, p21 = 0.7, p22 = 0.8, p23 = 0.9,432

αj = 1/3, Nj = 1, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The buffer capacity of part type j increases433

while others retain at 1. Using the Markov chain method, we evaluate the434

corresponding production rates. Clearly, in all cases PR increases no mat-435

ter which scheduling policy is used. Similar to the single product case, the436

growth rate of PR is decreasing.437

As one can see, each buffer’s capacity increase will have different impact438

on production rate increase. To further investigate this, we observe:439
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Figure 4: Monotonicity with respect to buffer capacity

Numerical Fact 2. Under assumptions 1)-9), the production rate is440

most sensitive to the buffer capacity with the highest blockage probability. In441

other words, increasing one unit in Nj, which has the largest BLj, will lead442

to the largest improvement in throughput comparing with increasing one unit443

in other buffers. That is, if444

BLj ≥ BLk, ∀k 6= j, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , K},

then we have445

PR(Nj + 1) ≥ PR(Nk + 1).

Since blockage will prevent entrance of all product types, reducing it446

will lead to an increase of production rate. Thus, it is effective to add one447

additional buffer capacity into the type with the largest blocking probability.448

For small systems (K = 3), we verify that increasing one unit on the buffer449

having the largest blocking probability will result in the highest production450

rate (calculated using Markov chain method) in priority, WIP-based, and451

cyclic policies, respectively. The percentages Numerical Fact 2 holds are452

shown in Table 8. For large systems (K = 5), as illustrated in Table 8, these453

percentages reduce just slightly under WIP-based and cyclic policies but454

more under priority policy (evaluated using decomposition method). The455

experiments are carried out 1,000 times by randomly selecting parameters456

from sets (15) except Nj ∈ [1, 5].457

Moreover, for priority policy, the low priority products typically have458

more blocking comparing to the higher priority parts. Therefore, selecting459

the most blocked buffer is almost equivalent to choosing the lowest priority460

buffer. Specifically, we obtain461
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Table 8: Cases Numerical Fact 2 holds
Method Priority WIP-based Cyclic

K = 3 Markov chain 93.9% 96.3% 92.5%
K = 5 Decomposition 75.4% 96.1% 92.2%

Numerical Fact 3. Under assumptions 1)-9) and priority policy, the462

production rate is more sensitive to the buffer capacity for low priority prod-463

uct. Particularly, the buffer capacity of the least prioritized type is most464

critical to system performance.465

Consider the four cases in Figures 5 and 6 using Markov chain and decom-466

position methods, respectively. The buffer capacity for part type j increases467

while others retain at 1 and 5. As one can see, increasing the least prioritized468

part’s buffer (N2 in Figure 5 and N5 in Figure 6) has more significant results469

in production rate improvement. Note that αj = 1/K in all cases.470

6.5. Policy Comparison471

The priority policy is typically introduced due to specific reasons, such472

as due date, cost, and time constraint. Still there are questions when WIP-473

based and cyclic policies should be used and how much difference in system474

production rate they may exhibit. To answer them, the following observa-475

tions are obtained through extensive numerical experiments.476

Numerical Fact 4. Under assumptions 1)-9), WIP-based policy is fa-477

vorable when buffers for all product types are large. On the other hand, cyclic478

policy is superior when the buffer capacities for different product types have479

large variations. However, the differences in production rate between these480

two policies are quite small in all cases.481

When buffers for all product types are large enough, WIP-based policy482

can focus on processing part types more close to generating blockage while483

cyclic policy still circulates between product types without considering block-484

age, which may lead to smaller production rate. For example, WIP-based485

policy is superior to cyclic policy (calculated using Markov chain method)486

for 91.4% of 1,000 experiments where K = 2, Nj ∈ [4, 10], j = 1, 2. However,487

WIP-based policy may tend to produce only products with big buffers when488

the buffers are unbalanced, which lead to blocking in small buffers so that489

less production rate is obtained. As a result, WIP-based policy is superior490
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Figure 5: Production rate with respect to buffer capacity under priority policy (K = 2,
Markov chain model)
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Figure 6: Production rate with respect to buffer capacity under priority policy (K = 5,
decomposition model)
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to cyclic policy only for 26.8% of 1,000 experiments when K = 5, N1 ∈ [4, 7],491

Nj ∈ [1, 3], j = 2, . . . , 5 (evaluated by simulations). Again parameters in492

these experiments are randomly selected from sets (15).493

Nevertheless, the differences in production rates under these two policies494

are small. The average differences are less than 1.0% for all the experiments495

we conducted, where K = 2, . . . , 10, Nj ∈ [1, 10], j = 1, . . . , K. This im-496

plies one can use either policy (depending on other factors that may impact497

scheduling policy selection), or use WIP-based policy when all buffers are498

large and cyclic policy in other scenarios.499

7. Conclusions500

In this paper, analytical methods are developed to evaluate the perfor-501

mance of two-machine Bernoulli lines with dedicated finite buffers under502

three prevalent scheduling policies: priority, WIP-based and cyclic polices.503

For each policy, exact solution is derived for small scale systems. Particu-504

larly, when buffer capacities are smaller than 6 and there exist up to 5 product505

types, production rate can be calculated using Markov chain method. For506

larger systems, in order to overcome computation intensity, approximation507

algorithms through decomposition and iteration procedures are introduced,508

which leads to acceptable accuracy, i.e., average percentage errors less than509

1.5% for priority policy, around 3% and 5% for WIP-based and cyclic poli-510

cies, respectively. In addition, system properties and the impact of buffers511

are discussed. It is shown that asymptotic and monotonic properties hold512

as in serial lines, and conservation of flow is still kept, but reversibility does513

not hold anymore. Finally, by comparing the scheduling policies, we observe514

that WIP-based policy is more suitable when all buffers are large, while cyclic515

policy is favored when the buffer capacities differ significantly.516

Future work can be directed as follows:517

• Extending study from two-machine lines to longer lines. Particularly,518

as discussed in Subsection 5.4, developing a convergent aggregation519

method is of key importance.520

• Generalizing the model from Bernoulli machines to other reliability521

models, such as geometric, exponential or general reliability ones.522

• Investigating other scheduling policies which are widely used in indus-523

try, such as processing time based (longest or shortest) policy.524
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• Developing production control, buffer design, and continuous improve-525

ment (e.g., bottleneck analysis) methods with respect to machine pa-526

rameters and buffer capacity under different policies.527

• Incorporating sequence dependent and independent setup and changeover528

times during product type switch in systems operations.529

• Validating and applying the work on the factory floor.530

Disclaimer531

Certain commercial software products or services may have been identified532

in this paper. These products or services were used only for demonstration533

purposes. This use does not imply approval or endorsement by NIST, nor534

does it imply that these products are necessarily the best for the purpose.535

This material is declared a work of the United States Government and is not536

subject to copyright protection in the U.S.A.537

Appendix A: Derivations of State Transition Probabilities538

7.1. Priority and WIP-based Policies539

To calculate the transition probability Ps1,s2 from state s1 to s2, consider540

the following scenarios:541

• All buffers are empty, i.e., s1 = (0, 0, . . . , 0, u). Then state s1 either542

stays (machine m1 is down for part type u) or transits to the states543

with one u type part (m1 is up for type u) in buffer bu, and type k part544

to be processed by m1 in next cycle, k = 1, . . . , K. All other transitions545

will not occur. Thus, the transition probabilities are:546

– s2 = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0, k), k ∈ {1, . . . , K},547

Ps1,s2 = p1uαk.

– s2 = s1 = (0, 0, . . . , 0, u),548

Ps1,s2 = 1− p1u.
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• Machine m1 will process type u with an empty buffer, but not all other
buffers are empty. State s1 = (h1, . . . , 0, . . . , hK , u) with at least one
hj > 0, j ∈ {1, . . . , K}, j 6= u. Let v denote the product type to be
processed by machine m2. Since there could be multiple buffers having
the same highest occupancy in WIP-based policy, let set V consist of
part types of all these buffers and n represent the number of buffers
having the highest occupancy simultaneously.

V = ∪k{k|hk ≥ hj , ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , K}, j 6= k},

n = dim(V ).

To simplify the notation, we assume n = 1 and V = {v} for priority549

policy. It follows that the transition probabilities are:550

– s2 = (h1, . . . , 1 . . . , hv − 1, . . . , hK , k), k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, v ∈ V ,551

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
p1up2vαk,

– s2 = (h1, . . . , 1, . . . , hK , k), k ∈ {1, . . . , K},552

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
p1uαk

∑

v∈V

(1− p2v),

– s2 = (h1, . . . , 0, . . . , hv − 1, . . . , hK , u),553

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
(1− p1u)p2v,

– s2 = s1 = (h1, . . . , 0, . . . , hK , u),554

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
(1− p1u)

∑

v∈V

(1− p2v).

• The buffer whose product type to be processed at m1 is full. That is,555

s1 = (h1, . . . , Nu, . . . , hK , u). Then the transition probabilities are:556

– State is unchanged, i.e., s2 = s1,

Ps1,s2 =







1
n

∑

v∈V (1− p2v) +
1
n
p1up2uαu,

if u ∈ V,
1
n

∑

v∈V (1− p2v), if u /∈ V.
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– State is changed, machine m2 will process the same part type:557

∗ s2 = (h1, . . . , Nu, . . . , hK , k), k 6= u, k ∈ {1, . . . , K},558

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
p1up2uαk,

∗ s2 = (h1, . . . , Nu − 1, . . . , hK , u),559

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
(1− p1u)p2u.

– State is changed, machine m2 will process another part type v,560

v 6= u, v ∈ V , then s2 = (h1, . . . , Nu, . . . , hv − 1, . . . , hK , u),561

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
p2v.

• The buffer whose product type to be processed at m1 is neither full nor562

empty. That is, s1 = (h1, . . . , hu, . . . , hK , u) and 0 < hu < Nu. Then563

transition probabilities are:564

– State is unchanged, i.e., s2 = s1,

Ps1,s2 =

{

1
n
(1− p1u)

∑

v∈V (1− p2v) +
1
n
p1up2uαu, if u ∈ V,

1
n
(1− p1u)

∑

v∈V (1− p2v), if u /∈ V.

– State is changed, machine m2 will process the same part type,565

u = v,566

∗ s2 = (h1, . . . , hu, . . . , hK , k), k 6= u, k ∈ {1, . . . , K},567

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
p1up2uαk,

∗ s2 = (h1, . . . , hu − 1, . . . , hK , u),568

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
(1− p1u)p2u.

– State is changed, machine m2 will process another part type, v 6=569

u, then570

∗ s2 = (h1, . . . , hu + 1, . . . , hv − 1, . . . , hK , k), k ∈ {1, . . . , K},571

v ∈ V ,572

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
p1up2vαk,
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∗ s2 = (h1, . . . , hv − 1, . . . , hK , u), v ∈ V ,573

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
(1− p1u)p2v.

– State is changed, machinem2 cannot work, then s2 = (h1, . . . , hu+574

1, . . . , hK , k), k ∈ {1, . . . , K},575

Ps1,s2 =
1

n
p1uαk

∑

v∈V

(1− p2v).

7.2. Cyclic policy576

The transition probabilities are addressed in the following scenarios.577

• All buffers are empty, i.e., s1 = (0, 0, . . . , 0, u, 0), 1 ≤ u ≤ K. Then next578

cycle m2 will prepare to process part type u which is just processed by579

machine m1 and sent to buffer bu during this cycle. Thus, the transition580

probabilities are581

– s2 = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0, k, u), k ∈ {1, . . . , K},582

Ps1,s2 = p1uαk,

– s2 = s1 = (0, 0, . . . , u, 0),583

Ps1,s2 = 1− p1u.

• The other transition probabilities can be derived from using the similar584

methods for priority and WIP-based policies by adding v and v+1 into585

the last element of s1 and s2, respectively. For example, in the last case586

(i.e., 0 < hu < Nu), s1 = (h1, . . . , hu, . . . , hK , u, v), 0 < hu < Nu, the587

transition probabilities are as follows:588

– Buffer status is unchanged, i.e., s2 = (h1, . . . , hu, . . . , hK , u, v+1),

Ps1,s2 =

{

(1− p1u)(1− p2v) + p1up2uαu, if v = u,
(1− p1u)(1− p2v), if v 6= v.

– Buffer status is changed, machine m2 will process the same part589

type v = u, then590
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∗ s2 = (h1, . . . , hu, . . . , hK , k, v + 1), k 6= u, k ∈ {1, . . . , K},591

Ps1,s2 = p1up2uαk,

∗ s2 = (h1, . . . , hu − 1, . . . , hK , u, v + 1),592

Ps1,s2 = (1− p1u)p2u.

– Buffer status is changed, machine m2 will process another part593

type v 6= u, then594

∗ s2 = (h1, . . . , hu+1, . . . , hv−1, . . . , hK , k, v+1), k ∈ {1, . . . , K},595

Ps1,s2 = p1up2vαk,

∗ s2 = (h1, . . . , hv − 1, . . . , hK , u, v + 1),596

Ps1,s2 = (1− p1u)p2v.

– Buffer status is changed, machine m2 cannot work, then s2 =597

(h1, . . . , hu + 1, . . . , hK , k, v + 1), k ∈ {1, . . . , K},598

Ps1,s2 = p1u(1− p2v)αk.

Appendix B: Proofs599

Proof of Theorem 1: The production rate of part type k is evaluated600

by enumerating the scenarios that m2 is ready to process a type k part and601

its buffer is not empty.602

603

Proof of Corollary 1: By state definition (h1, h2, u), we obtain

s1 = (0, 0, 1), s2 = (0, 0, 2), s3 = (1, 0, 1), s4 = (1, 0, 2),

s5 = (0, 1, 1), s6 = (0, 1, 2), s7 = (1, 1, 1), s8 = (1, 1, 2).

Then the transition probability matrix P can be derived (see next page).
By solving equation (1), the steady-state probability ψm for state sm, m =
1, . . . , 8, can be obtained. From Theorem 1,

PR1 = PR2 = p2(ψ3 + ψ4 + ψ7 + ψ8) = p2(ψ5 + ψ6).
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P =





























1 − p1 0
p1
2

p1
2

0 0 0 0

0 1 − p1 0 0
p1
2

p1
2

0 0

(1 − p1)p2 0 (1 − p2) +
p1p2

2
p1p2

2
0 0 0 0

0 (1 − p1)p2 0 (1 − p1)(1 − p2)
p1p2

2
p1p2

2
p1(1−p2)

2
p1(1−p2)

2

(1 − p1)p2 0
p1p2

2
p1p2

2
(1 − p1)(1 − p2) 0

p1(1−p2)
2

p1(1−p2)
2

0 (1 − p1)p2 0 0
p1p2

2
(1 − p2) +

p1p2
2

0 0

0 0 0 0 (1 − p1)p2 0 (1 − p2) +
p1p2

2
p1p2

2
0 0 0 0 0 p2 0 1 − p2





























.

Expression (3) can be obtained.604

605

Proof of Proposition 1: Define PRmi

j be the production rate of type
j part at machine mi, i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , K.

PRm1
j = α′

jp1j[(1−Xj,Nj
) +Xj,Nj

p′2j ]

=
αjp1j [(1−Xj,Nj

) +Xj,Nj
p′2j ]

p1j [1−Xj,Nj
(1− p′2j)]

∑K

k=1
αk

p1k [1−Xk,Nk
(1−p′2k)]

=
αj

∑K

k=1
αk

p1k[1−Xk,Nk
(1−p′2k)]

.

Thus,

PRm1
j

PRm1
k

=
αj

αk

.

Let use Ij(t) to denote the amount of type j parts entered into buffer bj606

during time 0 to t, which can be rewritten as607

Ij(t) = PRm1
j × t.

Then type j parts produced by m2 during 0 to t, PRm2
j (t), and production

rate of type j part at m2, PR
m2
j , can be evaluated as

PRm2
j (t) = Ij(t) + hj(0)− hj(t) = PRm1

j · t+ hj(0)− hj(t),

PRm2
j = lim

t→∞

PRm2
j (t)

t
= PRm1

j + lim
t→∞

hj(0)− hj(t)

t
= PRm1

j ,

where hj(0) and hj(t) are the occupancy in buffer bj at time 0 and t, respec-
tively, and 0 ≤ hj(t) ≤ Nj . Then, for steady state, we obtain

PRj

PRk

=
PRm2

j

PRm2
k

=
PRm1

j

PRm1
k

=
αj

αk

.
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608

609

Proof of Proposition 2: Since all product types have identical machines610

(pij) and ratio (αj), from (9) we have α′ = αj. Thus611

p′1j = p1jαj =
p1j
K
.

In addition, from (16), for WIP-based policy, all buffers have equal proba-612

bility to have the highest occupancy. Thus613

p′2j =
1

K
· p2j .

For cyclic policy, from (20), all buffers have the same empty probability.614

Thus615

p′2j =
p2j

K − (K − 1)X ′
j,0

= p′2l, l 6= j.

In both cases, we obtain K identical serial lines. In each line we have616

PRj = min
(p1j
K
,
p2j
K

)

=
1

K
min(p1, p2).

Thus

PR =

K
∑

j=1

PRj =

K
∑

j=1

1

K
min(p1, p2) = min(p1, p2).

It also follows that617

PRj =
PR

K
.

Under priority policy, from (13), if p1
K

≥ p2, then we have618

p′11 > p′21,

which leads to φ > 0 and Q(p′11, p
′
21, N1) = 0 when N1 → ∞. Thus,619

PR = PR1 = min
(p1
K
, p2

)

= p2 = min(p1, p2).

If p1
K
< p2

∏K−1
k=1 X

′
k,0, which implies p1 < p2, then620

p′1j < p′2j , ∀j.
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Again it follows that

PRj = min
(p1
K
, p′2j

)

=
p1
K
,

PR =
K
∑

j=1

PRj = p1 = min(p1, p2).

If p1
K

≤ p2
∏l−1

k=1X
′
k,0 and p1

K
> p2

∏l

k=1X
′
k,0, i.e., in the first l lines

PRj =
p1
K
, j = 1, . . . , l,

X ′
1,0 =

p2 −
p1
K

p2
,

X ′
2,0 =

p2 −
p1
K
− p1

K

p2 −
p1
K

=
p2 −

2p1
K

p2 −
p1
K

,

X ′
3,0 =

p2 −
2p1
K

− p1
K

p2 −
2p1
K

=
p2 −

3p1
K

p2 −
2p1
K

,

X ′
k,0 =

p2 −
kp1
K

p2 −
(k−1)p1

K

, k = 1, . . . , l,

and for line l + 1,

PRl+1 = p2 ·
p2 −

p1
K

p2
·
p2 −

2p1
K

p2 −
p1
K

· . . . ·
p2 −

l·p1
K

p2 −
(l−1)p1

K

= p2 −
l · p1
K

.

and no production is made in the next K − l − 1 lines due to X ′
l+1,0 = 0. In621

addition, this also implies p1 > p2. Thus, the overall production rate is622

PR = l ·
p1
K

+ p2 −
l · p1
K

= p2 = min(p1, p2).

623

624

Proof of Proposition 3: Under WIP-based and cyclic policies, from
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the proof of Proposition 2, we have

p′1j =
p1j
K
, j = 1, . . . , K,

p′2j =

{

1
K
· p2j , for WIP-based policy,

p2j
K−(K−1)X′

j,0
= p′2l, for cyclic policy, l 6= j.

Thus, K identical serial lines are obtained. As reversibility holds for each625

line,626

PRoriginal
j = PRreverse

j , j = 1, . . . , K,

the overall production rate also exhibits such a property:

PRoriginal =
K
∑

j=1

PRoriginal
j =

K
∑

j=1

PRreverse
j = PRreverse.
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